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A vector version of a density theorem related to problems of control theory and 
extending results of Warga. Ghouila-Houri, Castaing, and Berliocchi-Lasry is 
presented. Next, some of its applications to control problems with operator 
constraints are discussed. A result concerning existence of classical control for a 
relaxed Pareto variational problem with contraints of this type is also given. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN NOTATIONS 
Let X be the interval [0, 1 ] endowed with the Lebesgue measure dx. let U 
be a dx-measurable multimapping from X into the closed subsets of a 
metrizable compact space K and let 
f(x) = (A E M!, (K)(k(U(x)) = 1 } (‘ix E X). 
where M!+(K) is the set of all Radon probability measures on K. It is known 
that the set Sr of all (equivalence classes of) measurable selections of f is 
compact in the rr(L,“(,,(X), L!,,,,(X))-topology and contains the set S, of all 
(equivalence classes of) measurable selections of U as a dense subset. The 
first results of this type were obtained, in context of theory of control, by 
Warga [ 111, Ghouila-Houri 161 and subsequently extended by Castaing [ 3 ) 
to the case of arbitrary abstract measure spaces. The density property of the 
sets of above type defined supplementarily by integral constraints were first 
considered by Berliocchi and Lasry in 121. A simpler approach to the last 
question was given by Rous [S] and Sainte-Beuve 191 for a few less general 
situation. Let us also mention the results in [7 1, where the density was 
established for a topology liner than the one considered in the preceding 
papers. 
In the sequel we shall present first a result of the above type, extending all 
known results to the case of function-valued integral constraints. Next, we 
shall discuss some of its applications to control problems with operator 
constraints. In addition, a result concerning the existence of classical control 
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for a relaxed Pareto variational problem with constraints of this type will be 
given. 
Let T be a locally compact metrizable space. We shall denote by a(T) the 
set of all continuous functions on T endowed with the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact subspaces of T, by M(T) the space of all Radon 
measures on T endowed with the @4(T), B(T))-topology, by M’+(T) its 
subspace consisting of all probability measures. We recall that if (Q, 3,~) is 
a measure space with p > 0, a function J B x T+ IR is called a 
Caruthkodory function if for each t E T, f(., t) is p-measurable and for each 
o E 0, f(o, a) is continuous. We shall denote by X?(Q x r> the set of all 
Caratheodory functions f on Q x T such that the function 
0.J H sup,,r lf(Q t)I is p-integrable on Q, by ‘S(G x T) the set of all 
functions g on fi x T such that g(o, t) = Sup,,,f,(w, t) for some sequence 
(f,)F=, c f!(Q x T). Note that if T is compact, a function f belongs to 
f!(Q x T) if and only if the mapping w  HJ(w, .) of Q into a(T) is p- 
integrable. Further, we shall denote by S(R; T) the set of all equivalence 
classes of p-measurable mappings of Q into T. We shall write S(0) instead 
of S(Q; IR’), where IR’ = RU {+a}. 
Finally, by a p-measurable multifunction from Q into T we will mean any 
function r: Q + 2’ such that the set { (0, t) E R x TJ t E T(w)} belongs to 
X @ d(T). For such a multifunction E, we shall denote by S, the set of all 
equivalence classes of its p-measurable selections. 
2. DENSITY THEOREMS 
2.1 
Let X= Y be the interval [0, I] endowed with the Lebesgue measure dx, E 
be a separable Banach space, f?(X x Y) be the tribe of all dx 0 dy- 
measurable subsets of XX Y, and E’ be the dual of E endowed with the 
u(E’, E)-topology. If f is a 2(Xx Y) @ B(E’)-measurable function on 
XX Y x E’ with values in IR’, for every A E s(X X Y; E’) we set 
= +a, otherwise; 
[~~(~)l(y)=Ixf(5,y;~(5,y))d5, if j maxP,f(t,v,4t,Y))l& < +a, 
X 
=+ 00, otherwise; 
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= +a, otherwise. 
Observe that if the function (x, v) c-, max(0, -f(x, JJ; 1(x, y)) is integrable 
with respect to JJ(X, (x, y)) we have simply [$(A)](x) = lF-f(x, <; 1(x, <)) d[ 
([.$'(~I(Y) = jx f(t,y; &LJJ>> dt, J#) = jJ‘x,yf(~3 C; W1 i>> d5 4, rev.). 
It should noted that J;(A) (J,‘(n), J,(n)) regarded as an element of S(X) 
(S(Y), R ‘, resp.) is unambiguously defined for each A E S(X x Y: E’). 
Now consider three vector-valued functions 
f= Ifil2”=l1, g= {Sj}~Jl- h = VI,}:!, , 
* where fi,gj,h, (i= l,m,;j= l,m,, k=l,m,) are P(Xx Y)@%(E’)- 
measurable functions with values in R ‘. Set 
J:@) = {J;(n)}::, 5 J;(n) = {J:,(n) },T’ , ,
J/l@) = v,k(412, 5 Jf;n;h(4 = iqa Jy@,~ J,@)l. 
LEMMA 2.1. The vector-valued functions f, g, h being given as above, let 
(k’)f=, c S(X x Y;E’) be such that Jf:.:h(As) E [L’(X)]“’ x [L’(Y)]“’ X 
Rm3(s = 1, n) and let (a,}:=, c R, be such that x:=, a, = 1. 
Then there exists a measurable partition (E,}:=, of X x Y such that 
(1) 
where xE, denotes the characteristic function of the set E, 
Proof. Set f”(x,~)=f(x~u; As(x,v>>, gs(x,.v)=g(x,y; ~s(xT~)), h”(x,y)= 
h(x, y; ns(x, y)) (s = 1, n). According to a result of Arkin and Levin 11, 
Theorem 2.31, there exists a measurable partition (ES}:-, of X X Y such that 
n 
 ^J 
y ‘, a,f’(x, C) dC = 
s !  
Pa) ~ 
(2b) 
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for all (x, y) belonging to a measurable subset M of X x Y with full measure. 
Since (2a) and (2b) are valid for all x E Pr,M and y E Pr,M, respectively, 
and the last sets are of full measure in X and Y, respectively, relation (1) 
follows immediately, thus proving the lemma 1 
In what follows, for a convex set B denote by l? the set of all its extreme 
points. 
THEOREM 2.1. X, Y, E being given as above, let f, g, h, p, q, r be 
2(Xx Y)@d(E’)- measurable functions on Xx Y x E’ with values in 
(IR’)ml, (W’)m*, (lR’)“Q, (IR’)“~, (IF?‘)“*, (IR’)“j, respectively, let P be a 
measurable multtfunction on XX Y with convex (weakly) compact values 
contained in a fixed ball of E’. Suppose: 
(i) There exists a sequence {J,,}F=, of aflne continuous mapping of * 
weak L$(XX Y) into weak [L*(X)]ml x [L’(Y)]‘+ x IR”j such that 
Jf:g;,,@) = Sup,,, J&If or every Iz E S,, where Sup denotes the upper bound 
in the (partially) ordered space [S(X)]“’ x [S(Y)]“2 x (IR’)mx. 
(ii) The application Jfigih is affine on S,, i.e., for every 
A’, A* E S,., aI, a2 > 0, aI + a2 = 1, we have 
Jfgih(alA’ + a2A2) = alJfig&‘) + a2Jf:g;h@2)- 
(iii) The mapping JpiQtr of * weak Lg(X x Y) into weak [L’(X)]“1 x 
[L’(Y)ln2 X IR”l is aflne continuous. 
Let (a; b; c) E [L’(X)]“‘1 x [L’(Y)lm2 x IR”‘3 and let 5 be a convex closed 
subset of [L’(X)]“’ X [L’(Y)]“2 X iR”j. Set 
B = {A E S,/ Jfig;&) < (a; 6; c), J,,,,,(A) E 5 1, B’=BnS,. 
Then B is a convex compact subset of * weak Lp,(X x Y), B c B” and B” 
is dense in B. 
Remark. In the scalar case, i.e., when Jfigzh = {Jhk}r:, contains only 
scalar components, the result of Theorem 1.1 was established by Castaing 
and Valadier for abstract measure spaces instead of X x Y [4, 
Theorem V. 121. 
Proof Set 
B, = {A E S,]J,,(A) < (a, b, c), J,,,,,(~> E 8) (vn E N>. 
We claim that B = nz= 1 B,. Indeed, since the inclusion B c n;= 1 B, is 
obvious by (i), it suffkes to show the inverse one. Let A E n ,“= 1 B,. Then 
J,(A) < (a; b; c) (Vn E N) and J,;,;r(A) E 5. From (i) and the definition of 
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the upper bound in an ordered space it follows that Jf:.:,(l) < (a: 6; c). 
Hence, J. E B proving our assertion. 
Further, since S, is convex compact in *weak LF,(X x Y), it follows from 
the hypotheses on Jptqtr, J, and the convexity of 5 that each B,, is convex 
compact in *weak LF,(X x Y). Hence so is B. 
Let us now show that 8 c B”. If II E B\B’, then 1 6? s’, and so there exist 
* 1 n . 2’ E S,., A’ #A* such that A= (A’ + A”)/2. Since J,(l’) 6 
J,(A’) = U,(n) - J,(A’) < 2J,,.,,(1) - J,(A’) (yin E N), we have by passing 
to the upper bound J,(A’) < JfGnih(J3’) < 2(a; b; c) - J,(l’) which shows in 
particular that J,,,,,(n’) E [L’(X)]“I[L’(Y)]“? x ii!“l. According to Lemma 
2.1 there exists a measurable subset E of X x Y such that 
J. t.p.n.rl:d(~’ + ~*)/‘4 = J~.p:w,:dx,~~’ + xw, i’). (3) 
where ‘VE denotes the complement of E in X x Y. Hence 
Set 1” =xt.A’ + xWE1*, A’* = xeEA’ + xEA2. Clearly A” # A’>, 2 = 
(A” + n”)/2. Moreover, it follows from (3), (4) that Jf,pig,qih,r(;l”) = 
Jf.p;R,4;h,r(l’2) = Jf,,~,,,~,,,(~). Therefore, J.“, 1” E B. Hence 1 & B, proving 
the inclusion 8 c B”. 
By virtue of the Krein-Milmann theorem we have B c Con, where 
Conv B” denotes the closure of the convex hull Conv B” of B” in * weak 
LF,(X x Y). Therefore, to prove that B” is dense in B, it suffices to show that 
Conv B” c B”. Let A = C:=, (~$2’ with 1” E B”, a, > 0 (s = 1, n) such that 
x,“-., a, = 1 and let V(E, #i, #2 ,..., 4,) be a neighborhood of the origin in 
*weak L,“;(X x Y) defined by an E > 0 and a finite system 
{QilyL, &(Xx Y). Set @, y; u) = (((4(x, Y>1 t’>v (#2(x, .Y>, ~'>,...3 
(4,(x, v), v)), where (., .) denotes the canonical bilinear form between E and 
E’. It is obvious that J,(A) E R for every A E Lg,(X X Y). By virtue of 
Lemma 2.1 there exists a measurable partition {M,}:‘_~ , of X x Y such that 
(5) 
Set A’ = xi=, xv,As. As 1” E s’,(s = 1, n), so is 1’. Moreover, equality (5) 
shows that J,,,,,@‘> = Jf,,,,#) ,< (a; b; cl, J,:,;L~‘> = J,:,,,@) and 
J,(A - A’) = 0. Hence A’ E B” and A’ -A E V(E; 4,. ti2 ,..., @,), proving the 
last assertion of Theorem 2.1. 
2.2 
Let X be given as above, K a metrizable compact space, and U a 
409 95 ‘2 : 
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measurable multifunction defined on X X Y with closed values in K. Now let 
r be the (measurable) multifunction on XX Y defined by 
Qx,Y) = {J. E ~:(K)IW(X>Y)) = 1 I (V(X,Y)EXX r). (6) 
It is known that under the mapping A: u(e) I--+ 6U(.j, 6, denoting the Dirac 
mass at u E K, the set S, is identified with S, [3, 8,9]. 
For each cp E ‘iR(X x Y x K), we set 
[~:@>I(Y> = jx jK rp(by; u) AC&Y; do) &, (7) 
Note that the integrals on the right of (7), regarded as elements of S(X), 
S(Y), R ‘, respectively, are unambiguously defined for each 1 E S(X X Y, 
M:(K)). 
Now let f = {fi} y!, , g = { gi}J’!!, , h = {hk}F: 1 be vector-valued functions 
with components in W(X x Y X K). Set 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that (f; g; h) E [P(X x Y x K)]mltmz+m~. Then 
4 f;n;h is a linear continuous mapping from * weak L,z(,,(X x Y) into weak 
[L’(X)]- x [L’(Y)]Q x R”J. 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity consider only the case 
m,=m,=m,= 1. First, #ff:g;h(lE)E L’(X) x L’(Y) x R for all 
A E L&,(X x Y). Indeed, since SK 1 f(x, C; v) 1 14 1 (x, y; dv) < max,,, 
If(x, y; v)l III 1(x, y; K), it follows immediately from the definition of #f” that 
lM~,“(~)ll 
II cvll 
L,,xj < IIf I],*,,,, . I/A Lyle,,, . In an analoguous manner we have 
Llcyj < II sll+,,,, ll~llLm , Ih( < +a proving our assertion. 
Further, it is clear that dfy$ is linear. It remains to show that dfinth is 
continuous at the origin of L&,(X X Y). Let W(E, q, I,U, 8) be a 
neighborhood of the origin in weak L’(X) x L’(Y) X R defined by 
(9, w, 6) E L”O(X) x L”(Y) x R and E > 0. Denote by VI (E, &), V*(E, wg), 
VJ(e, 6) the neighborhoods of the origin in * weak L&,(X x Y) defined by 
the functions (XT Y) - 4x> -f(x, Yi .>Y (X?Y)tf v(Y>g(xTY; .I, 
(x, y) t, 6.h(x, y, .), respectively, in L &,(Xx Y). It is easily seen that 
q&&) E W(E, q,, v/, 8) for all I E V,(E, cof) n vz(&, vg> n V&, 4. This 
shows the continuity of #,..:h. 
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THEOREM 2.2. X, Y, K, U being as above, let (f;g; h) E 
[%(Xx Y x K)]ml+m2+m: (p; q; r) E [f?(X x Y x K)]“ltn2in3, (a, b, c) E 
[L’(X)jml x [L’(Y)lm2 x Rm’, iJ b e a closed convex subset of (L’(X)]“’ x 
ILL(Y x IR”j. Set 
Then B is convex compact in *weak L&,(X x Y) and A(A) is dense in B. 
Proof. For a function fE %(X x Y x K) denote by f the 
function defined on XX Y x M(K) by Ax,,; ,u) = Jhf(.x, U; v)p(dv). Let 
fi(X, y; V) = Sup,,~fr(X, J’; V), gj(X, J’; 2’) = SUPne h gy(X. y: ?), h,(x, J’; t’) = 
su~,,eN hkn(x, .K v) with (fl}F=,, (g,J’},“l ,, {hj;},” , c 2(X x Y x K) 
(i=1,,; j=G,, k = 1, mJ). Clearly, we can suppose that .f:’ *./;. 
gr ? g,, h; T h, (n + a). By Fatou’s lemma we have 
(9) 
On the other hand, each J,,,:R”;hn is linear continuous by Lemma 2.2, Thus 
Jfta:h satisfies assumption (i) of Theorem 2.1. It is easily seen from (9) that 
Jftitfi is affine on S,. Finally, as (p; q; r) E lf!(X x Y x K)]“” ‘2’ ‘I, by 
virtue of Lemma 2.2, JiGiii is linear continuous. To conclude the proof it 
remains to observe that #ff:n;h(A) = Jfid&), $,;,:,(A) = Jfi+;(2) (VA E S, ), 
J1;g;h(~> = Jf:i:i:&lu), J,:,:,(u) = J~;,~:;(du) (VU E S,,). A(S,,) = S,.13 1 and to 
appeal to Theorem 2.1. 
3. SOME VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS WITH 
FUNCTION-VALUED CONTRAINTS 
In this section we shall establish existence theorems for some variational 
problems involving function-valued contraints of equality and inequality 
type. 
3.1 
Let K be a convex weakly compact subset of the dual F’ of a separable 
Banach space F, let U, r, f, g, h, p, q, r, a, 6, c, 3 be given as in 
Theorem 2.2. It is easy to see that for each A E L$,,(X X Y) the function 
~s,~(x,y) = jl( vA(x, y; dv) regarded as an element of S(X x Y; K) is unam- 
biguously defined. Moreover, wA E Lp(X x Y) and the mapping A ++ w, 
from * weak L&,(X x Y) into * weak L$(X x Y) is linear continuous. 
Indeed, to see it, it suffices, for each cp E L:(X X Y) to set 
~(x, .v) = (o(x, v), v)(,. .PPj and to apply Lemma 2.2 to the mapping (D@. 
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Note, finally, that wA E S, for all A E S, and wdU = u for all u E S,,. 
Let H be a continuous operator from S, endowed with the topology of * 
weak Lg(X X Y) into strong Lkr(X X Y) and let o be an element of 
%(X x Y x R’ x K). Consider the following problems: 
PROBLEM I. 
[Z~@>l(x) A ,( 1 cp(x, C; [Hw,J(x, Cl; u) W, C; du) &I-, hf. 
YK 
(The symbol Inf denotes the lower bound in the ordered space S(X).) 
or, in other words, 
PROBLEM I,. 
Z:(A) -+ Inf, A E B. 
[Z?x(u)l(x) = j ~6, C; [Hw, I (x, 0; u(x, 0) 4 -, hf. 
Y  
(The symbol Inf is denoted as in Problem I.) 
u E S”, J f(x, C; u(x, 0) 4 ,< a(x), Y  
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or, in other words, 
y(u) + Inf, UEA. 
An element y E S(X) is called inJima1 value of-Problem I (Problem I,,) if 
y = Inf It(B) (y = Inf Zzx(A), resp.). An element ,4(U) of B (of A, resp.) is 
called optimal control for Problem I (Problem I,), resp.) if I,“(n) > la(j) 
(Iv(u) > IF(U), resp.) for every 2 E B (u E A, resp.). 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the above hypotheses: 
(1) Suppose that q E 2(X x Y x F?’ x K). If Problem (I) admits an 
optimal control i such that Z:(i) E L’(X), then the infimal values of 
Problems I and I,, coincide. 
(2) Suppose that cp,f, g, h are convex, p, q, r are afine with respect to 
the variable v E K. Then, $1 is an optimal control of Problem 1, the control 
~3.~ is optimal for Problem I, and 
I~(wJ = q(n). (10) 
(3) suppose that p, f, g, h E 2(Xx Y x K) (then since r = 0, the 
operator H disappears) and suppose that Problem I admits an optimal 
control. Then Problem I, admits also an optimal control and its optimal 
value coincides with that of Problem I. 
In what follows, S(X x Y; M:(K) is endowed with the topology induced 
by that of * weak Lz(,, (X x Y) and meas denotes the Lebesgue measure on 
z=xx Y. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 1/1 E 2(Z x IR’ x K). The function Q, defined by 
QJw A> = .&J‘x W(Z; W(Z); V) A(Z; dV) d z is continuous on [strong L ‘(Z)) X 
W; M:(W). 
Remark. Under a slightly different assumption on v/ this result is 
contained in [2 1. The proof below essentially follows 121. 
Proof. Let (w,, 2,) -+ (w, d) in [strong Lkr(Z)] x S(Z; M!+(K)) and let 
c > 0. We can suppose w,(z) -+ w(z) a.e. Take 6 > 0 such that meas M < 6 
implies j, sup (w,vJERrXK 1~(z; w, v)l dz < s/6. According to the Scorza- 
Dragoni theorem and EgoroR’s theorem, there exists a compact Z,c Z such 
that meas(Z\Z,) < 6, v& RrXK is continuous and w,(z) -+ w(z) uniformly on 
Z,. We can suppose that the functions w,are uniformly bounded on Z, by a 
constant C. Since w is uniformly continuous on Z, x B,. x K, where B,. 
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denotes the ball around the origin in R’ with radius C, we have for all n 
large enough 
I v(z; w(z), u) - v(z; w&>, u)l < e/3 (V(z, u) E z, x K). 
On the other hand, by virtue of Lemma 2.2 applied to the function 
(z, v) t-+ ~(z; w(z), v), we have for all n large enough 
IJJ ly(z; w(z), u) qz; du) dz - j j ly(z; w(z), u) A,(z; du) dz < E/3. ZK ZK 
Since for every measurable mapping u 
it follows that 
I Q,<w z) - Q,(w, 3 4JI 
< j lj I@; w(z), u> - ~4, w,(z), v)] W; du) dz, z\z,K 
I W w(z), u)- w(z; w,(z), u)lk,(z; do) dz 
+ jzjK~(z:w(z),U)[~(z;du)-l,(z;du)]dz~ <E. 
Therefore, Qg(w,, A,) + Q,(w, A), which completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that (D E 2(X X Y X R’ x K). Then the mapping 
Zc of S(X x Y, M\(K) into weak L’(X) is continuous. 
Proof: We have to show that for every a E L”(X) the function 
i tt Q,(Hw,, A), where we set w = a(o, is continuous on S(X x Y x M\(K)). 
But this fact follows readily from Lemma 3.1 and from the hypothesis on H. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (1) Note first that for every u E S, we have 
Z:(u) = Z,“(6,). According -to Theorem 2.2, there exists a sequence 
{u,}~=, cA such that a,,“+ A in B. By virtue of the corollary of Lemma 2.2 
the sequence {Z~~(u,,)}~=, converges to Z:(A) in the * weak topology of 
L’(X). Since Ztx(an) >Zc(n), it can easily be seen then that 
Z:(n) = Inf,.. Zo,X(u,) 
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(2) By the convexity of rp with respect to the variable t’ E K we have 
In the same way, by the convexity offi g, h, and the linearity of p. 4. r with 
respect to v E K we obtain 
Since obviously ZF(wx) > Z:(i) equality (10) is established. Moreover. M’~ is 
an optimal control of Problem I,,. 
(3) Let n be an optimal control of Problem (I). It follows from a result 
of Arkin and Levin [ 1, Theorem 2.5) that there exist GE S,, such that 
As J:(U) = Z:(U) and #t(i) =Zl(i) for the case under consideration, it 
follows that u is an optimal control for Problem I, and the infimal value of 
Problem I, coincides with that of Problem (I). 
We say that a subset B c S(X x Y; M!,(K)) is decomposable (decom- 
posable with respect to the variable x), iff for any measurable subset M of 
Xx Y (X, resp.) we have ~~1’ +x,~~~~~‘E B (g&,2’ +xsy,A2 E B, resp.) 
for all A’, 1’ in B, where X~ and xxx ,,,+, h,V, and x,~~,,, resp.) denote the 
characteristic function of M and X x Y/M (M and x\M, resp.) in X X Y (X, 
resp.). 
A mapping H: B + S(X x Y) (H: B + S(X), resp.) is said to be additive 
(additive with respect to the variable x, resp.) on B, iff for any measurable 
subset M of XX Y (X, resp.) we have H&k’ +xxxI-~~2) = 
x,,,Hk’ + xxxv,,,, A* (H&A’ + xx&*) =x,,,HA’ + x~,+,.,HI~~, resp.). 
The following theorem provides some conditions ensuring the existence of 
optimal controls for Problem (I). 
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THEOREM 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, suppose: 
(9 m,=m,=n,=n,=O, 
(ii) H is additive on S, with respect to the variable x, 
(iii) Inf,l,, Z:(A) E L’(X) and there exists 11’ E B such that 
[ZZ(A”)] + E L ‘(X). 
Then Problem I admits at least one optimal control. 
Proof. First observe that for every YEL’(X) the set BY= 
V E W:(l) < 1’1 is compact. Indeed, let ((D, } FE, c 2(X X Y X IR r X K) be 
such that o,, T a, on X x Y x iR’ x K. We have, by Fatou’s lemma, 
B, = nr!, By”, where Bg = {A E B/Z,,(A) < r}. Since by Lemma 1.2 and the 
compactness of B each B: is compact, so is B. Further, the set B is decom- 
posable with respect to x and I, is additive with respect to x on B. Indeed, 
the first fact follows immediately from (i) while the second can easily be 
checked by using the definition of Zc, the additivily of the mapping A ++ wax, 
and assumption (ii). 
Since the set Z:(B) is bounded below (by an element /3 in L’(X)), there 
exists a sequence {P”},“= i c Z:(B) such that p = Inf,,,,Z3’ (as [ IO]). Let 
p” = Zt(A”) with 1” E B. For each n E N set 
Mj= 
i 
X E XI (Ii(L jy&Z2(lbi) 
i 
lvi; = Mj 
\ 
(J M;, I’” = f x,w;P, /3’” = Z~(P). 
i<j j=O 
By the additivity of Zc with respect to the variable x it follows from the 
construction of {P’“l,“= I that L’(X) 3p,>p, > . . . >p,, > ... , and 
/3 = Inf,., p’“. Set B” = (A E BI Z:(k) </?“‘}. We have obviously 
B,zB,z... zB,z.... Since, as noted above, each B, is a (nonempty) 
compact subset of B, we have B = or’, B, # 0. Clearly, B is the set of all 
optimal controls for Problem I. 
3.2. Pareto Control Problems 
With K, U, (f; g; h), (p; q; r), (a; b; c), 5, TB, A being exactly as in 
Theorem 2.2, let there be given (a; /?; y) E [X!(X x Y x K)]SltS2tS. 
Consider the Pareto problems: 
PROBLEM PR. 
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or, in other words, 
#a;D&i) + (Pareto) Mh ,I E B. 
PROBLEM PO. 
Jntiliy(u) --t (Pareto) Min 
u E St.9 J,:n:h(~) < (a; 6; cl, J,,:y:r E 5. 
or. in other words. 
J,,,,,(U) + (Pareto) Min), uEA. 
We say that Jn:O;y(U), with U E A (#,,n,,.(n), with j E B) is a optimal value of 
Problem PO (problem PR, resp.) if 
J,,&A)n (J,;,:,(C) + IS+(X>l”’ x IS+(Y)]” x tl?i)“l = iJ,;,:W. 
(#,;,;,(B)n i&:,;,(i) + IS+(X>l”’ x IS+(Y>l” x (~;‘)“I = i$,,,$)l, 
resp.), where S+(X), S + (Y). Ip denote the positive cones in S(X). S( Y). :+ . 
respectively. 
THEOREM 3.3. Under the above hypotheses, suppose that B # qk Then 
the set of optimal values of Problem PO is nonemptj). Moreover. it coincides 
with the set of optimal values of Problem PR. 
ProoJ Denote by V(w) the set of all optimal values of Problem PR 
(Problem PO, resp.). Since B is nonvoid and compact by Theorem 2.2 and 
#n;D:y is continuous by Lemma 2.2, #n;B:y(B) is a nonvoid compact subset of 
weak [L’(X)]“I x [L’(Yj]Q x (IR’)“,. Hence, as is well known, V#$ 1101. 
Now let v E V, and let A be element of B such that t’ = #,;n:y(n). By a result 
of Arkin and Levin [ 1, Theorem 2.51 there exist tiE S, such that 
J,,,,,(z?) = V, JfiRih(U) = #fr:R;h(i), Jp:Jti) = 4,;,:,(j). These equalities show 
that EE A and JaCBiy(zi) < Ja:&A), thus proving VZ W. Since the inverse 
inclusion is obvious, the conclusions of Theorem 3.3 follow. 
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